The Crossings Collection illustrates the decorative tile making technique of encaustic or inlaid ceramic tiles. As early as the Middle Ages, these tiles were used in historic public buildings and churches throughout Europe, but especially in England. This art form expanded throughout Europe and into North America. A variety of designs from the Victorian, Art Nouveau, Mideast and Eastern cultures and Arts and Crafts style are available to choose from in this collection. Traditional borders and moldings are also available to finish out the installation.

Encaustic tiles are high-fired ceramic clay tiles. The design is pressed or stamped into firm clay and then the indentations are filled with a contrasting color of clay. The design can be made in as few as 2-colors or as many as 6-colors. Customize your design, choosing from 4 colors of clay bodies and 23 colors of inlay (overlay) colors. Each design will be a product of your own creativity. After the tiles have been fired and cooled, a finish is applied to the surface. This stain is used to enhance the "antique" appearance of the tiles.

These tiles are suitable for indoor and outdoor wall and floor installations: kitchens, bathrooms, showers, fireplace surrounds, wet bars, wine cellars, stair-risers, feature walls, entry floors and patio floors. These tiles can be used in fountains and pool surrounds in temperate climates only. Suitable for both Residential and Commercial projects.
6 x 6" DECORATIVE TILES

WKP10348 Voysey A-20A 6x6"
Grey Clay/Chestnut, Black, Butter Inlay

WKP10296 Crossings Phoenix - 35 6x6"
Grey Clay/Yellow Overlay

WKP10349 Voysey A-20A 6x6"
Grey Clay/Navy, Celadon, Slate Inlay

WKP10149 Heaton B-14B 6x6"
Ivory Clay/Black Inlay

WKP10163 Voysey B-20B 6x6"
Ivory Clay/Chocolate Inlay

WKP10147 Heaton A-14A 6x6"
Buff Clay/Burgundy, Jade, Yellow Inlay
6 x 6” DECORATIVE TILES

WKP10139  Sheherazade-10 6x6”  
Ivory Clay/Rust, Yellow, Peacock, Jade, Cobalt Inlay

WKP10315  Florenz-45 6x6”  
Ivory Clay/Cobalt Overlay

WKP10161  Voysey A-20A 6x6”  
Ivory Clay/Cobalt, Wedgewood Inlay

WKP10162  Voysey A-20A 6x6”  
Grey Clay/Butter, Celadon, Chestnut Inlay

WKP10141  Millefleurs-11 6x6”  
Grey Clay/Sand/Inlay

WKP10288  Kabuki-27 6x6”  
Red Clay/Black Stain
6 x 6” DECORATIVE TILES

- WKP10334 Mohandas-60 6x6”
  Ivory Clay/Rust Overlay

- WKP10350 Talbert-109 6x6”
  Grey Clay/Wedgewood Overlay

- WKP10351 Voysey A-20A 6x6”
  Ivory Clay/Jade Inlay

- WKP10292 Takhti 30 6x6”
  Grey Clay/Cream Overlay

- WKP10352 Ispahan - 108 6x8”
  Grey Clay/Persian Overlay
DECORATIVE BORDERS AND LINER

WKP10103 Kubla-1 1x6” Ivory Clay/Black Stain Wash

WKP10155 Revon B-168 2x6” Grey Clay/Chestnut Overlay

WKP10353 Lefarge Border-6 3x6” Grey Clay/Navy, Celadon, Slate Inlay

WKP10355 Crossings Berbere - 92 3x6” Ivory Clay/Burgundy Overlay

WKP10314 Lambelet - 44 2 1/2x6” Ivory Clay/Celadon Overlay

WKP10157 Millefleurs Border -17A 5x6” Grey Clay/Sand Overlay

WKP1036 Niyoshi B5 1x6” Grey Clay/Sand Overlay

WKP10308 Ellery 41 2x6” Buff Clay/Pistachio Overlay

WKP10354 607 Lefarge Border-6 3x6” Ivory Clay/Chocolate Inlay

WKP10356 Crossings Kobe 100 3x6” Ivory Clay/Taupe Overlay

WKP10143 Tamadot-12 2 1/2x6” Ivory Clay/Peacock, Jade Inlay

WKP10324 Akbar - 50 2 1/2x6” Grey Clay/Cream Overlay

WKP10317 Zimmer 1x6” Grey Clay/Chocolate Overlay

WKP10304 Tabriz 87 2x6” Grey Clay/Yellow Overlay

WKP10308 Lambelet - 44 2 1/2x6” Ivory Clay/Celadon Overlay

WKP10357 Heaton Border B-238 4x6” Ivory Clay/Black Inlay

WKP10137 Heaton Flower Border-9 3x6” Buff Clay/Burgundy, Jade, Yellow Inlay

WKP10135 Ashbee B-8 1 1/2x6” Ivory Clay/Jade Overlay
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**4 X 4" DECORATIVE TILES**

**USAGE:** We recommend these tiles for both wall and floor installations. The tiles from this collection may be used in kitchens as backsplashes, bathrooms, fireplace surrounds, wainscot applications, counter tops, entry way floors, stair-risers; pool surrounds, and outdoor fountains and barbecues in temperate climates only.

![Tile examples](image1.png)

- **WKP10294 Rexroth-34 4x4"** Buff Clay/Pistachio Overlay
- **WKP10175 Shahnama 4x4"** Ivory Clay/Black Stain Wash
- **WKP10329 Nipon-54 4x4"** Ivory Clay/Persimmon Overlay
- **WKP10119 Aldington-5A 4x4" Inlay** Grey Clay/Butter, Celadon, Chestnut Inlay
- **WKP10358 Elmote Border-21 4x4"** Ivory Clay/Jade Inlay
- **WKP10342 Manchester 4x4"** Grey Clay/Chocolate Overlay
- **WKP10341 Tabriz - 87 2x2"** Red Clay/Burgundy Overlay

**INSTALLATION:** For most applications we recommend installing with a thin set adhesive and using sanded grout. The grout should be sealed with a penetrating sealer after installation, especially in wet areas. The grout sealer prevents the build-up of dirt, grease, mold and mildew in the grout joints. Cleaning and resealing the grout is recommended once a year, preferably every 6 months.
MOULDINGS

available clay color bisques

Ivory Clay
Buff Clay
Red Clay
Grey Clay

Choose among 4 bisque colors and 23 overlay/inlay colors to create your own signature look.

These same bisque and overlay colors can be used as solid color field tiles. Crossings offers an extensive selection of sizes and shapes for any project.
Choose among 4 bisque colors and 23 inlay colors to create your own signature look.

These same bisque colors and overlay colors can be used as solid color field tiles. Crossings offers an extensive selection of sizes and shapes for any project.
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